Current 2022

Anti-Wrinkle Injections
Cosmetic injection’s single session price is based on a "ixed treatment preparation
cost plus the total cost (amount) of muscle relaxant used, measured in units.
The amount of units required to achieve a desired outcome, is based on each
individual’s anatomy. The summary listed below, provides a general price indication,
that should be used as an approximate guide only.
Anti-Wrinkle Injections Components

Standard Price

Fixed cost for individual treatment preparation (regardless of treated area)

$150

1 unit of a muscle relaxant

$6.25

Anti-Wrinkle Injection Areas

Indicative Total Price Range

Frown Lines

$225 - $338

Forehead Lines

$188 - $275

Crows-feet Lines (around both eyes)

$200 - $300

Smoker’s Lines (around the mouth)

$163 - $200

“Gummy” Smile

$175 - $200

“Marionette” Lines

$163 - $200

Neck Lines

$213 - $463

Underarms Hypehidrosis (excessive sweating)

$463 - $775

Palms Hypehidrosis (excessive sweating)

$306 - $463

Frown & Forehead Lines

$263 - $463

Frown, Forehead & Crows-feet Lines

$313 - $613

Frown & Crows-feet Lines

$275 - $488

*Recommended prices are valid during the assign period and can change without no6ce. Individual pricing may vary due to personal circumstances and treatment par6culars.
All rights reserved. PURE MED LASER CLINIC, ABN 112 991 569 85
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From November 2021

Anti-Wrinkle Injections
Cosmetic injection’s single session price is based on a "ixed treatment preparation
cost plus the amount of muscle relaxant used, measured in units.
The amount of units required to achieve a desired outcome, is based on each
individual’s anatomy. The summary listed further below, provides a general price
indication, that should be used as an approximate guide only.
Anti-Wrinkle Injections Components

Standard Price

Fixed, individual treatment preparation (regardless of treated area)

$150

1 unit of a muscle relaxant

$6.25

Anti-Wrinkle Injection Areas

Indicative Price Range

Frown Lines

$225 - $338

Forehead Lines

$188 - $275

Crows-feet Lines (around both eyes)

$200 - $300

Smoker’s Lines (around the mouth)

$163 - $200

“Gummy” Smile

$175 - $200

“Marionette” Lines

$163 - $200

Neck Lines

$213 - $463

Underarms Hypehidrosis (excessive sweating)

$463 - $775

Palms Hypehidrosis (excessive sweating)

$306 - $463

Frown & Forehead Lines

$263 - $463

Frown, Forehead & Crows-feet Lines

$313 - $613

Frown & Crows-feet Lines

$275 - $488

*Recommended prices are valid during the assign period and can change without no6ce. Individual pricing may vary due to personal circumstances and treatment par6culars.
All rights reserved. PURE MED LASER CLINIC, ABN 112 991 569 85
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